In this paper we introduce the notion of an unknotting index for virtual knots. We give some examples of computation by using writhe invariants, and discuss a relationship between the unknotting index and the virtual knot module. In particular, we show that for any non-negative integer n there exists a virtual knot whose unknotting index is (1, n).
Introduction
Virtual knot theory was introduced by L. H. Kauffman [11] as a generalization of classical knot theory. A diagram of a virtual knot may have virtual crossings which are encircled by a small circle and are not regarded as (real) crossings. A virtual knot is an equivalence class of diagrams where the equivalence is generated by moves in Figs. 1 and 2.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce an unknotting index U (K) for a virtual knot, whose idea is an extension of the usual unknotting number for classical knots. The unknotting index of a virtual knot is a pair of non-negative integers which is considered as an ordinal number with respect to the dictionary order. The definition is given in Section 2. As the usual unknotting number for classical knots, it is not easy to determine the value of the unknotting index of a given virtual knot. We provide some examples of computation by using writhe invariants of virtual knots in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss the unknotting index using the virtual knot module. An estimation of the unknotting index using the index e(M ) of the virtual knot module M is given (Theorem 5.1). Then we show that for any non-negative integer n, there exists a virtual knot K with U (K) = (0, n) (Example 4.5 or Proposition 5.4) and there exists a virtual knot K with U (K) = (1, n) (Theorem 5.5). 
An unknotting index for virtual knots
In this section, we define an unknotting index for virtual knots.
Let D be a diagram of a virtual knot K. For a pair (m, n) of non-negative integers, we say that D is (m, n)-unknottable if the diagram D is changed into a diagram of the trivial • The unknotting index of a diagram D, denoted by U (D), is the minimum among all pairs (m, n) such that D is (m, n)-unknottable. Namely, U (D) is the minimum among the family U (D). (The minimality is taken with respect to the dictionary order.)
• The unknotting index of a virtual knot K, denoted by U (K), is the minimum among all pairs (m, n) such that K has a diagram D which is (m, n)-unknottable. Namely, U (K) is the minimum among the family {U (D) | D presents K}. A flat virtual knot diagram is a virtual knot diagram by forgetting the over/underinformation of every real crossing. A flat virtual knot is an equivalence class of flat virtual knot diagrams by flat Reidemeister moves which are Reidemeister moves ( Figs. 1 and 2 ) without the over/under-information. Lemma 2.2. Let K be a virtual knot and K its flat projection. If K is non-trivial, then U (K) ≥ (1, 0).
Proof: Assume that U (K) = (0, n) for some n. There is a diagram D of K such that D becomes a diagram of the trivial knot by n crossing changes. The flat virtual knot diagram D obtained from D is a diagram of the trivial knot, which implies K is trivial. Example 2.3. Let D be the diagram depicted in Fig. 5 and K the virtual knot presented by D, which is called Kishino's knot. It is nontrivial as a virtual knot (cf. [1, 7, 9, 16, 17] ) and the flat projection K is nontrivial as a flat virtual knot (cf. [7, 9] ). Thus U (K) ≥ (1, 0). It is easily seen that D is (1, 0)-unknottable. Therefore, U (K) = (1, 0). 
Gauss diagrams and writhe invariants
We recall Gauss diagrams and writhe invariants of virtual knots. In what follows, we assume that virtual knots are oriented.
A Gauss diagram of a virtual knot diagram D is an oriented circle where the preimages of the over crossing and under crossing of each crossing are connected by a chord. To indicate the over/under-information, chords are directed from the over crossing to the under. Corresponding to each crossing c in a virtual knot diagram, there are two points c and c which present the over crossing and the under crossing for c in the oriented circle. The sign of each chord is the sign of the corresponding crossing. The sign of a crossing or a chord c is also called the writhe of c and denoted by w(c) in this paper.
In terms of a Gauss diagram, virtualizing a crossing of a diagram corresponds to elimination of a chord, and a crossing change corresponds to changing the direction and the sign of a chord. In what follows, for a Gauss diagram, we refer to changing the direction and the sign of a chord c as a crossing change at c.
Writhe invariants were defined by some researchers independently. The writhe polynomial was defined by Cheng-Gau [2] , which is equivalent to the affine index polynomial defined by Kauffman [13] . Satoh-Taniguchi [20] introduced the k-th writhe J k for each Figure 6 : Gauss diagram for a diagram of the figure eight knot k ∈ Z \{0}, which is indeed a coefficient of the affine index polynomial. (Invariants related to these are found in Cheng [3] , Dye [5] and Im-Kim-Lee [8] .)
The writhe polynomial W G (t) stated below is the one in [2] multiplied by t −1 . This convention makes it easier to see the relationship between W G (t) and the affine index polynomial or the k-th writhe J k .
Let c be a chord of a Gauss diagram G. Let r + (respectively, r − ) be the number of positive (resp. negative) chords intersecting with c transversely from right to left when we see them from the tail toward the head of c. Let l + (respectively, l − ) be the number of positive (resp. negative) chords intersecting with c transversely from left to right. The index of c is defined as
The writhe polynomial W G (t) of G is defined by
w(c)t Ind(c) .
For each integer k, the k-th writhe J k (G) is the number of positive chords with index k minus that of negative ones with index k. Then
The k-th writhe J k (G) is an invariant of the virtual knot presented by G when k = 0. The writhe polynomial W K (t) and the k-th writhe J k (K) of a virtual knot K is defined by those for a Gauss diagram presenting K.
The odd writhe J(G) defined by Kauffman [12] is
where w(c) denotes the writhe and Odd(G) is the set of chords with odd indices.
Unknotting indices of some virtual knots
We give examples of computation of the unknotting indices for some virtual knots using writhe invariants.
Lemma 4.1 ([20]
). Let G and G ′ be Gauss diagrams such that G ′ is obtained from G by a crossing change. Then one of the following occurs.
Proof: Let c be the chord of G such that a crossing change at c changes G to G (
Proof: (1) Suppose that (1, 0) > U (K). This implies that K has a Gauss diagram G which can be transformed by crossing changes into a Gauss diagram presenting the unknot. By Lemma 4.1, the writhe polynomial W G (t) must be reciprocal, i.e.,
(This is (i) of Theorem 1.5 of [20] .) This contradicts the hypothesis.
, then the inequality holds. Thus, we consider the case of (1, 0) > U (K) = (0, n). Let G be a Gauss diagram of K which can be transformed by n crossing changes into a Gauss diagram presenting the unknot. By Lemma 4.1, we see that
Remark 4.3. If K has a Gauss diagram G which can be transformed by crossing changes into a Gauss diagram presenting the unknot, then
(This is (ii) of Theorem 1.5 of [20] .) Thus, we may say that (0, k>0 |J k (K)|) ≤ U (K) instead of the inequality in the second assertion of Proposition 4.2.
Corollary 4.4. Let K be a virtual knot and J(K) the odd writhe. Then
The inequality in the second assertion of Proposition 4.2 implies the desired inequality.
We consider unknotting indices for some virtual knots.
Example 4.5. Let K be the virtual knot presented by a diagram D depicted in Fig. 7(a) or Fig. 7(b) . Then U (K) = (0, n). Proof: Since all crossings in D are odd and have the same writhe, the odd writhe of K is ±2n. By Corollary 4.4, (0, n) ≤ U (K). By crossing changes at crossings labelled with even numbers, we obtain a diagram of the trivial knot. Therefore (0, n) ≥ U (K).
Let Next, we consider a virtual knot presented by a diagram obtained from a diagram of a twisted knot.
Let D 0 be the diagram illustrated in Fig. 10(a) , which we call a standard diagram of a twisted knot. All crossings of D 0 except the crossings labeled 1 and 2 are positive. The signs of crossings labeled 1 and 2 are the same, which depends on the number of crossings. If the crossings labeled 1 and 2 in Fig. 10(a) are intact, then U (K) ≤ (0, 1). In particular, if K is nontrivial, then U (K) = (0, 1).
Let K be a virtual knot presented by a diagram D which is obtained from a standard diagram D 0 of a twisted knot by virtualizing some crossings such that exactly one of the crossings labeled 1 and 2 ( in Fig. 10(a) ) is virtualized. The Gauss diagram G corresponding to D is as shown in Fig. 10(b) , where the directions of horizontal chords are shown as an example. (The directions of horizontal chords depend on the parity of the number of crossings of D 0 and on the positions where we apply virtualization.) For convenience, let c be the chord which intersects all other chords in G as in Fig. 10(b) . Let l (or r) be the number of chords of G intersecting with c from left to right (or right to left) when we see the Gauss diagram as in Fig. 10(b) , where we forget the direction of c. Recall that all horizontal chords have positive writhe. Figure 10 Example 4.7. Let K be a virtual knot presented by a diagram D which is obtained from a standard twisted knot diagram by virtualizing some crossings such that exactly one of the crossings labeled 1 and 2 ( in Fig. 10(a) ) is virtualized. Then
where l and r are the numbers described above.
Proof: Let G be the Gauss diagram of D.
1. Suppose that |l − r| ≤ 1. We observe that by crossing changes, i.e., changing the directions and the signs, of some chords in G, we can change G into a Gauss diagram presenting the trivial knot. If there exists a pair of chords as in Fig. 11 in G, then by a crossing change and an RII move, we can remove the pair. If the resulting Gauss diagram still has such a pair of chords, then we remove the chords by a crossing change and an RII move. Repeat this procedure until we get a Gauss diagram G 1 whose horizontal chords are all directed in the same direction. • When l = r + 1, the Gauss diagram G 1 has two chords, c and a horizontal chord c 1 , by r times of crossing changes. Since all horizontal chords are positive, J(K) = J(G) = l + r + w(c). • When r = l + 1, by a similar argument as above, we see that U (K) = (0, |J(K)/2|).
2. Suppose that |l − r| > 1. Let c 1 , c 2 . . . , c n be the horizontal chords of G. For i = 1, . . . , n, the index Ind(c i ) is 1 or −1. Note that Ind(c) = r − l or l − r according to the direction of c is upward or downward. Let k = Ind(c). Then J k (G) = w(c) and
Removing the chord c from G, we obtain a Gauss diagram presenting the trivial knot. Hence, U (K) = (1, 0).
We used writhe invariants for lower bounds for the unknotting number. A research using the arrow polynomial (Dye-Kauffman [6] ) or equivalently Miyazawa polynomial (Miyazawa [17, 18] ) by the first and the fourth authors will be discussed elsewhere.
From the virtual knot module
In this section we discuss the unknotting index from a point view of the virtual knot module.
The group of a virtual knot is defined by a Wirtinger presentation obtained from a diagram as usual as in classical knot theory [11] . A geometric interpretation of the virtual knot group is given in [10] and a characterization of the group is in [19, 21] .
For the group G of a virtual knot K, let G ′ and G ′′ be the commutator subgroup and the second commutator subgroup of G. Then the quotient group M = G ′ /G ′′ forms a finitely generated Λ-module, called the virtual knot module, where Λ = Z[t, t −1 ] denotes the Laurent polynomial ring. A characterization of a virtual knot module is given by [15, Theorem 4.3] . Let e(M ) be the minimal number of Λ-generators of M . Then the following.
Proof: Suppose that a diagram D 1 of K 1 is obtained from a diagram D of K by virtualizing a crossing or a crossing change at a crossing c.
Let P = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x u |r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r v ) be a Wirtinger presentation of the group G of K obtained from D with edge generators x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x u such that the last word r v is x −1 u x −1 i x u−1 x i for an i < u − 1 which is a relation around the crossing c. Let P 0 = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x u−1 |r 1 ,r 2 , . . . ,r v ) be the group presentation of a group G 0 obtained from P by writing the letter x u to x u−1 and rewriting the words r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r v as the wordsr 1 ,r 2 , . . . ,r v in the letters x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x u−1 . Then the wordr v is given by x
(1) We consider the case of virtualizing the crossing c. The group G 1 of K 1 has the Wirtinger presentation P 1 = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x u−1 |r 1 ,r 2 , . . . ,r v−1 ).
We have the following Λ-semi-exact sequence
of the presentation P by using the fundamental formula of the Fox differential calculus in [4] , where Λ[r * 1 , r * 2 , . . . , r * v ] and Λ[x * 1 , x * 2 , . . . , x * u ] are free Λ-modules with bases r * i (i = 1, 2, . . . , v) and x * j (j = 1, 2, . . . , u), respectively, and the Λ-homomorphisms ε, d 1 and d 2 are given as follows:
for the Fox differential calculus 2 ), respectively. The epimorphism G → G 0 induces a commutative ladder diagram from the Λ-semiexact sequence of P to the Λ-semi-exact sequence of P 0 by sending r * i tor * i for all i, x * j to x * j for all j ≤ u − 1 and x * u to x * u−1 . Then the short Λ-exact sequence
On the other hand, the epimorphism G 1 → G 0 induces a commutative ladder diagram from the Λ-semi-exact sequence of P 1 to the Λ-semi-exact sequence of P 0 by sendingr * i tõ r * i for all i ≤ v − 1 and x * j to x * j for all j ≤ u − 1. Then from the short exact sequence
Thus, the inequality |e(M ) − e(M 1 )| ≤ 1 is obtained. The virtual knot group G is considered as the fundamental group π 1 (E, * ) of the complement E = X * \ K of a knot K in a singular 3-manifold X * which is obtained from the product X = F × [0, 1] with F a closed oriented surface by shrinking X 0 = F × 0 to a point * , where the knot K is in the interior of X (see [10] ). The virtual knot group G 1 is the fundamental group π 1 (E 1 , * ) of a singular 3-manifold E 1 obtained from E by surgery along a pair of 2-handles. Since the virtual knot modules M and M 1 are Λ-isomorphic to the first homology Λ-modules H 1 (Ẽ; Z) and H 1 (Ẽ 1 ; Z) for the infinite cyclic covering spacesẼ andẼ 1 of E and E 1 , respectively, the argument of [14, Theorem 2.3] implies that |e(M ) − e(M 1 )| ≤ 1.
Proposition 5.4. For any non-negative integer n, there exists a virtual knot K with U (K) = (0, n).
Proof: If n = 1, then let K be the unknot. Assume n ≥ 1. Let K be the n-fold connected sum of a trefoil knot without virtual crossings. Then e(M ) = n. Since we know U (K) ≤ (0, n), Theorem 5.1 implies U (K) = (0, n).
Theorem 5.5. For any non-negative integer n, there exists a virtual knot K with U (K) = (1, n).
Proof: Let D 0 be a virtual knot diagram obtained from the diagram in Fig. 5 by applying crossing change at the two crossings on the left side, and let K 0 be the virtual knot presented by D 0 . The group of K 0 is isomorphic to the group of a trefoil knot. Let K be the connected sum of K 0 and the n-fold connected sum of a trefoil knot such that a diagram D of K is a connected sum of D 0 and a diagram of the n-fold connected sum of a trefoil knot without virtual crossings. Then the group of K is isomorphic to the group of the (n + 1)-fold connected sum of a trefoil knot and e(M ) = n + 1. Since U (K) ≤ U (D) ≤ (1, n), by Theorem 5.1, we have U (K) = (1, n) or (0, n + 1). On the other hand, when we consider the flat projection K of K, K is the same with the flat projection K 0 of K 0 , which is non-trivial. By Lemma 2.2, we have U (K) = (1, n).
We conclude with a problem for future work. Find a virtual knot K with U (K) = (m, n) for a given (m, n). A connected sum of m copies of Kishino's knot (or K 0 in the proof of Theorem 5.5) and n copies of a trefoil knot seems a candidate.
